AWARDS, PP. 8-10:

Why are the Pulitzer Prizes important to newspapers and their reporters? Do you think readers care whether or not their paper wins a Pulitzer? Should they? Look at the list of National Magazine Award nominees. Are you surprised by any of the magazines on the list? Why or why not? ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES: Who was Joseph Pulitzer? Find out what made his New York World the preeminent newspaper of its day. Make a list of what you think are the most important qualities of a Pulitzer Prize-winning story. Go to www.pulitzer.org and read through the list of Pulitzer winners awarded to newspapers and reporters. Select a winner and click on the “works” link to read the relevant articles. What makes them so good? Why were they important? Did they deserve the award? Why or why not? Look through all the Pulitzers for newspaper reporting. Can you find common threads in the stories? If so, what are they? Select two finalists in any one category for the National Magazine Awards. Find one issue of each magazine and read it. What stands out about the magazine? Why do you think it was nominated? Of the two, which is the more deserving of the award? Why? After May 9, find out which magazine captured the award in the category you chose. If it was not one of the you magazines you chose, find a copy of the winner and read it. Why do you think it was picked over the others?
THE CAMERAMEN, PP. 32-37:

Look at the photo of Doug Vogt on page 32. What does it tell you about his work? Could you do it? Would you want to be a cameraman or camerawoman in a war zone? Why or why not? What are the journalistic tools that a skilled cameraman or woman brings to a story? What is the difference between a good cameraman and a great one? In a TV news story, are the pictures as important, less important or more important than the words? How can camera work make or break a story? Can pictures exaggerate a story’s importance? If so, how? ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES: Watch several nights of television news. Compare and contrast the camera work on the different stories you view. On which stories did the camera work stand out? Why? Find newspaper coverage of one of the stories you saw on TV. How effectively did the camera work convey the essence of the story in comparison to the newspaper writing? Research how wars were covered in the early days of TV. How has technology changed war coverage, both for the cameraman and the viewer?

MIND GAMES, PP. 38-49:

Why does the Bush Administration believe that controlling information is crucial to winning the war in Iraq? Do you agree or disagree? Explain. Has the Administration been successful in controlling the way its war on terror has been reported? What are the reasons for any success it has had in doing so? Explain the concept of the “excluded middle” as it relates to how the Administration explains its goals in Iraq. What are the dangers of this strategy? How is the Bush Administration “screwing with democracy,” according to Sam Gardiner? What was the purpose of the Office of Strategic Influence? Why was the Pentagon’s public affairs office concerned about it? Should it have been? What role do the Information Operations Task Force and the Office of Global Communications play in helping the Bush Administration tell its side of the story? What is the Information Operations Roadmap? How does it fundamentally change the way information is distributed by the military? How can bypassing the public affairs office backfire on the Pentagon? Ideally, how should reporters be able to cover a war? Does the government have the right to control war reporting? Why or why not?

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES: Imagine you operate a public relations firm that has been hired by the Bush Administration to sell its war on terror at home and abroad. Write a memo explaining how you would do it. Imagine you are the managing editor of a TV news operation or a major newspaper. Write a memo explaining how your editors and reporters can avoid being manipulated by either side’s propaganda effort. Research the Lincoln Group. How was it able to obtain its contract from the Pentagon to do public relations in Baghdad?

BUY A TV, BREATHE DEEPLY, PP. 67-68:

What are the dangers of coal as an energy source, according to Goodell? How has the coal industry been able to get its way in Washington, despite the deleterious effects on the environment of mining and burning coal? ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES: Locate the coal-fired power plants nearest to where you live. Research and write a story examining their impact on the environment. Write a story about what ordinary citizens can do to reduce their dependency on coal. Compare and contrast the benefits and drawbacks of any five energy sources. Which do you think is best? Why?